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A Global Eye:
The Perception of Place in a Pair of Tokugawa World Map
Screens
Mia M. MOCHIZUKI
A pair of screens depicting a World Map with Cityscapes and Rulers in the
Museum of the Imperial Collections, Tokyo, has long complicated the notion
of place in cultural interpretation between East and West. Painted in the
Jesuit workshop in Japan (c. 1583–1614), and in a customary Japanese format,
this pair of screens has been considered primarily in relation to Japanese
art, despite being produced by Western and Western-trained artists, using
Western materials and pictorial sources, and guided by Western aspirations.
This article moves beyond the identification of sources to offer an analysis
of the Western, Jesuit intentions for these screens as part of an attempt to
reconsider early modern European art within its original global context.
It draws upon an early-twentieth-century epistolary parallel to sixteenthcentury cross-cultural exchange—the correspondence between two scholars
who steered the course of the discipline of art history in East and West,
Yashiro Yukio (1890–1975) and Bernard Berenson (1865–1959). The present
study applies Yashiro’s use of the determinative detail to examine the Western
framework for the production of these screens using four historical registers
of place: the place of desire, the composition of place, the contempt for the
world, and the index of place. An interdisciplinary approach to cultural
contact, via early modern European geography, theology, philosophy, and
anthropology demonstrates how one object’s response to shifting notions of
what constituted the world highlights some of the same contradictions that
have hindered the construction of a truly global art history beyond national
stakes alone.
Keywords: art (Renaissance and Baroque), global art history, Bernard
Berenson, Yashiro Yukio, cartography, world maps, Portuguese eastern trade
routes, Edo
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You assure me you still love Italian painting. How can I doubt! You, my dear Yashiro,
are one of the Freeman of the city of art and for us (I venture to include myself in the
number) all art is ONE [capitalization original]. There is no Italian, no European,
no Asiatic, no Chinese art, there is art in various climates and regions. As art, what
matters is its unity and universality, not the illustrative differences... .
Affectionate greetings from us all. Yours, B.B.
—Bernard Berenson, “Letter to Yashiro Yukio,” 4 March 19401
Looking across Cultures
On the twentieth day of the ninth lunar month (26 October) of the year 1611, the retired
shogun Tokugawa Ieyasu (1543–1616) gathered some of his closest advisors, including
his chief officer of the Mint and a Nagasaki magistrate, before a “Western-inspired
universal map” to discuss foreign trade relations with Western countries.2 Due to its direct
provenance, the “map” in question was likely the magnificent pair of World Map screens
(Bankoku ezu byōbu 万国絵図屏風) now in the Museum of the Imperial Collections
(Figure 1). But despite drawing the eye with its worldly purview—its cosmology of sun
and moon, its leaders at war and peace, its ethnographical chart of man as the orbs spin—
this extraordinary pair of screens titled World Map and Rulers on Horseback with Twentyeight Cityscapes does not enjoy a secure place in art history’s historiography. Perhaps due
to their vast, encyclopedic claims on knowledge, it is difficult to pinpoint the narrative
voice most maps project that allows the viewer to ground perspective on its matrix. Yet this
is precisely the point from which this monumental set of eight-panel World Map screens
departs. Beneath the synthetic massing of five continents, forty-two representative couples,
twenty-eight city views, four pairs of rulers and riders, all under numerous astronomical and
navigational devices, this is a map that leaves its audience betwixt and between worlds.
Looking closer, the map presents a view whose seemingly smooth, dovetailed joints
dissimulate in an attempt to distract from the anxious search for a language for the
pictorial construction of the globe. Exposure to other cultures and geographies challenged
prevailing visualities, both in terms of the ideas created and how they were apprehended and
conceptualized. Ieyasu’s gaze problematizes what it meant to look across cultures during a
heady time of change, to scrutinize with what might be termed a “global eye,” in homage to
the art historian Michael Baxandall’s coining of the term the “period eye.” 3 For Baxandall,
the “period eye” prefaced the cultural conditions under which Renaissance art was created,
viewed, and understood in Europe. Looking with a “global eye” demands we give this
same close attention to socio-historical conditions, but it requires expansion of the field
of contextual analysis to include a multi-sited world canvas wrought by the interaction of
cultures brought into engagement by the movement of merchants and missionaries, letters
and objects, spices, cloth, and raw resources.

1 Berenson Archive, BER 8, Florence, Villa I Tatti/The Harvard University Center for Italian Renaissance
Studies, Biblioteca Berenson.
2 Narusawa 2008, p. 65; Vlam 1976 (vol. 1), pp. 143–44. The World Map screens were given by the Tokugawa
family to the Emperor during the Meiji restoration (1868–1912).
3 Baxandall 1972, pp. 29–108.
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The authorship of this unique product of cultural contact has been most closely
associated with the Jesuit workshop in Japan, founded in 1583 by the Neapolitan Brother
Giovanni Niccolò S.J., a studio which moved around Japan eleven times before being
forced to decamp to Macao in 1614.4 Yet, despite its many relocations, during almost
a quartercentury of existence, it was by far the most productive and highly respected
workshop of the Society of Jesus in the East. At its highpoint, the atelier included seventeen
European and Japanese brothers and produced the majority of art, books, clocks, and
other objects for all the Society’s missions in Goa and points further eastward.5 From its
inception, the Niccolò school, as described by Luis Frois, S.J. in a letter from Nagasaki
(13 December 1596), was never conceived as an autonomous academy, but rather as part
of a complete humanist enterprise, with instruction in painting, printmaking, and clock
and musical instrument production (organ, viola d’arco, harp, lute, viola semplice, and
harpsichord), alongside theology, Latin, music, and literature. And yet this workshop’s
corpus has for the most part escaped close scholarly attention in an art history based on
the notion of distinctive national schools, where a European outpost in Japan carries little
valence in either conventional European or Japanese art history beyond cursory recognition
of an exceptional case quickly shuttled aside.
To date, scholarship tying these Tokugawa World Map screens to European art has
coalesced around the recovery of Western sources for the screens’ intricately sampled
compositions. Accumulated wisdom has established a fairly wide-ranging set of Northern
European, primarily Netherlandish, printed sources that include worldscapes from wallsize maps; land and city views from bound atlases; scenography and compositional formulae
from ancient imperial (Roman) portraiture; and exotica from travel accounts.6 Specifically,
the major source for the Tokugawa World Map screens was a no longer extant World Map
by Pieter van den Keere, 1609, after a World Map by Willem Jansz. Blaeu from 1607, that
was destroyed in World War II and today is only known from a photograph.7 The closest
surviving iteration of Blaeu’s 1607 World Map is found in a World Map by his son, Joan,
after his father’s 1619 World Map.8 The Portugal Map was derived from the Map of Portugal
by Fernão Alvarez Secco, 1560, which Abraham Ortelius included in his Theatrum orbis
terrarum (Antwerp, 1570). Twenty of the twenty-eight cities—Panel 3: Venice, Amsterdam,
Cologne, and Cuzco; Panel 4: Mexico City, Aden (Yemen), Frankfurt am Main, and Sofala
(Somalia); Panel 5: Constantinople, London, Genoa, and Antwerp; Panel 6: Rome, Hormuz
4 Bailey 1999, pp. 53, 71–72; Frois 1595, p. 165; Gómez 1597, pp. 68–69.
5 Letter of Father Jerome Xavier, S.J. (26 July 1598), according to which a Portrait of Ignatius produced by the
Niccolò school was sent to the court of the Great Moghul in Lahore to be presented to Akbar. Frois 1599,
pp. 78–79; MacLagan 1896, p. 76; Vlam 1976, vol. 1, p. 95.
6 Gotō 2000, p. 39; Ishida 2011, pp. 93–146; Keuning 1963, p. 43; Levenson and Raby 2011, pp. 59–60; Loh
2013, pp. 26, 28; Miyoshi 1993, p. 40; Ōdaira 1996, p. 32; Oka 2008, pp. 23–26; Schilder 1979, pp. 44–45;
Vlam 1977, pp. 226–48; Vlam 1976, vol. 1, pp. 117, 125–26, 132–33, 150–60, 215, 224–25, notes 148, 196;
Wicki 1948, vol. 3 (1553–1557), p. 203. For Western-language sources on the general reception of Western
maps in Japan, see Gotō 2000, pp. 23–71; Loh 2013, pp. 101–33; Miyoshi 1993; Miyoshi 2004; Mochizuki
2009, pp. 252–66; Mochizuki 2010; Muroga and Unno 1962, pp. 63–68; Unno 1994, pp. 376–80; Vlam
1976, vol. 1, pp. 75–167; Woodward 2004, pp. 28–31.
7 Willem Jansz. Blaeu, Nova Orbis Terrarum Geographica, 1607, engraving, 143 x 204 cm, Amsterdam,
Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum.
8 Joan Blaeu, Nova et Accurata Totius Terrarium Orbis Tabula, 1646, engraving, 176.5 x 281.5 cm, Rotterdam,
Maritiem Museum.
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Figure 1. Niccolò school, World Map and Rulers on Horseback with Twenty-eight Cityscapes, pair of 8-panel screens, c. 1590–1614, ink, color, and gold leaf on paper, 177.0 x 483.0 cm
each. Tokyo, The Museum of the Imperial Collections.
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(Iran), Bantam (Indonesia), and Mozambique; Panel 7: Prague and Kozhikode (Calicut);
and Panel 8: Goa and Paris—come from Georg Braun’s Civitates orbis terrarum (Cologne,
1572), sixteen from the first three volumes and four from volumes four (1588) and five (1598).
The remaining eight cities originated in Sebastian Münster’s Cosmographia (Basel, 1548),
a book that reached Japan in 1556; Willem Jansz. Blaeu’s World Map of 1605; Jan Huygen
van Linschoten’s Itinerario (Amsterdam, 1596); and Willem Lodewijcksz’s Historie van
Indien (Amsterdam, 1598). The last two are believed to have reached Japan via the Liefde
shipwreck in 1600. An inventory of 1554 lists a “Hum Tholomeu,” or work by Ptolemy,
whose maps were much used and revised at the time by Sebastian Münster, among others.
Riders across the top of the World Map’s pendant screen, Rulers on Horseback with
Twenty-eight Cityscapes, migrated from the Blaeu maps, as well as from the Portraits of
Emperors Augustus, Domitian, Nero and Otho in Adriaen Collaert’s (after Jan van der Straet)
Twelve Roman Emperors on Horseback series (c. 1587–1598, London, British Museum). For
the cannibal cartouche in the World Map, Theodoor de Bry’s Collectiones peregrinatiorum
(Frankfurt, 1590–1634) and Linschoten’s Itinerario have been provided as likely candidates,
although all differ from one another, sharing only the same kind of raised grill. Illustrations
from Hans Staden’s Warhaftige Historia und Beschreibung eyner Landtschafft der Wilden
Nacketen, Grimmigen Menschfresser-Leuthen in der Newenwelt America gelegen (Marburg,
1557), and André Thevet’s La Cosmographie universelle (Paris, 1575) also remain possible
sources for this material. But beyond a patchwork calling card of the West, no consensus
has emerged on how the unusual juxtapositions of visual knowledge that coexist in what
was most likely a diplomatic gift from the Society of Jesus to Tokugawa Ieyasu should best
be understood, with little reflection on the rationale for the selection of European sources
or the Jesuit context of their production. There, the interpretation of these screens has
languished, suspended between East and West.
Even with only a modest amount of primary information on the Tokugawa World Map
screens still remaining in Japan, these screens have most often been studied in relation to
the history of Japanese art, specifically as examples of nanban 南蛮 art, objects relating to
the “Southern Barbarians,” the Japanese term adapted from a Chinese world view to refer to
Europeans. Although the term is an elastic one, early nanban art was painted according to
traditional Japanese techniques and compositional devices, and therefore these images were,
in essence, Japanese pictures of exchange with the West. These were material testimonies
to the á la mode fascination with foreign merchants and religious, flamboyant balloonpantaloons (bombashas) and austere cassocks, curios for sale, and dioramas of devotion. This
essay neither attempts to trace additional Western sources for the World Map screens and
assign putative hands of authorship, nor chart the screens’ reception in Japan and their role
in Japanese art history, since these tasks have been admirably explored by others.
Instead, this essay follows the growing evidence for the Western aspects of the
production of these screens in Japan. Recent conservation research on the Tokugawa World
Map screens has demonstrated they were painted on the same unusual bamboo-fiber paper
used in Madonna and Child with the Fifteen Mysteries of the Rosary (c. 1585–1614) in the
Kyoto University Art Museum.9 Riders in the Rulers on Horseback with Twenty-eight Cityscapes
9
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pendant relied upon the Western technique of ink underdrawings and preparatory sketches
that suggest close and prolonged access to Western sources. And these paintings employed
an unusual mixture of mineral pigment (ganryō 顔料) with an oil-emulsified cow-skin glue
binder (nikawa 膠) that, while broadly following Japanese painting techniques, nevertheless
was quite distinctive from those generally used. None of these traits—the choice of paper
or the treatment of underdrawings and pigment—was entirely like those of Japanese artists.
It has become increasingly clear this World Map was painted by different artists (Niccolò
school vs. dominantly Kano school), using different materials and techniques (Western vs.
Eastern), and for very different patrons with their own, at times oppositional, goals (the
Society of Jesus vs. Japanese lords). The Tokugawa World Map screens’ link to nanban art
thus reflects only an indirect relationship at best and threatens to obscure some of the most
unique aspects of the paintings. The categorization of these World Map screens as nanban
art is one of convenience, more indicative of the limitations of current configurations of art
history than an interpretive context best suited to understanding the contribution of this
remarkable set of screens. Objects that do not fit into the nationalist trajectories that have
delimited the discipline since the erection of the Parthenon after the Persian Wars have been
awkwardly accommodated, when not entirely sidelined.
But if scholars gave due consideration to the Western sources, training, and patronage
that informed these World Maps, rather than considering them in terms of the country where
they were painted, the screens could profitably be examined as part of a curious interlude
within the history of Western art’s first steps into global exploration. Yet approaching these
unparalleled image constructions in this context requires an unexpectedly radical step,
for it is predicated on a mental leap that shifts the notion of “Western” culture from one
coextensive with geographical boundaries to one founded on the amorphous intangibles of
interactive reach. If analyzed from this perspective, the production of the Jesuit workshop
in Japan would comprise that of an off-site European atelier, an outlier of Europe’s first
sustained relationship with the circumnavigated world, underscoring the interconnected
vision of worldwide artistic production presciently espoused by the American art historian
Bernard Berenson (1865–1959) in the quotation at the start of this article. The question
then becomes: how might the art historian chart the “place” of this map, beyond Western
sources and Japanese locations, without falling into the unproductive pitfalls of reductive
binaries of East and West?
In private correspondence, Berenson wrote to the Japanese art historian Yashiro Yukio
矢代幸雄 (1890–1975), “There is no Italian, no European, no Asiatic, no Chinese art, there
is art in various climates and regions. As art, what matters is its unity and universality, not
the illustrative differences...” 10 Yashiro and Berenson were in communication throughout
their lives, and it was through this epistolary parallel to the cross-cultural exchange
manifested in the Tokugawa World Map screens during the sixteenth century that an
interdisciplinary approach to notions of place, via the lenses of early modern European
geography, theology, philosophy, and anthropology, suggests how these screens have the
potential to expose some of the disciplinary obstacles that have hindered the construction
of a truly global art history, beyond national stakes alone. What the Tokugawa World Map
10 Berenson Archive, BER 8, Florence, Villa I Tatti/The Harvard University Center for Italian Renaissance
Studies, Biblioteca Berenson.
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screens call into question is an art history that defines difference at the expense of a global
vantage point. As a result of an over-regard for empirical categorization and the delineation
of boundaries during the reshaping of the discipline as a scientific area of inquiry in the
late-nineteenth century, a sense of the aggregate whole of an era’s cultural production
has been impoverished. This imbalance has only just begun to be redressed. As an object
defined by the cultural, political, and financial ramifications of the early modern world’s
shifting notions of physical frameworks—from celestial bodies to world map to region to
cityscape and topographical scene—Ieyasu’s World Map is ideally positioned to reflect how
profoundly exploration would destabilize the concept of place.
In this essay, I draw upon the tradition of the telling formal detail that was used by
two distinguished art historians of the early-twentieth century, Berenson and Yashiro, to
review elaborate, contradictory testimonies and site these World Map screens via sight. The
present study thus applies this methodological use of the determinative detail to examine
the Western framework for the production of these remarkable screens by means of four
historical registers of place: the place of desire (locus voluptatis), the composition of place
(compositio loci), the contempt for the world (contemptus mundi), and the index of place (index
locorum). Close study of the cartography of the World Map screens reveals a concomitant
investment in imagined locations and things as much as any claim to recording reality, and
it was these aspirational relationships that were influential in the international relations
depicted in the Tokugawa screens. In a Jesuit spirituality that premised picture-making
on the “composition of place” famously harnessed in the Spiritual Exercises, compositional
choices in the screens disclose a reliance on spatial displacement as a metaphor for
concentrated meditation away from mundane concerns. For Christian humanists, the
orbits of planet and compass hint at the symbiotic appeal and danger of too much worldly
knowledge. And for early ethnographers, it was the presence of the truly exceptional, the
cell of cannibals on the World Maps that countered claims to universal human values.
But it is the detail of the blank cartouches, the shell of motifs copied from other sources
but emptied of their original content, that best preserves the sense of how the representation
of lands never surveyed before created a terra incognita of the mind, where the gaining of more
knowledge called into question all that was previously thought to be established beyond doubt.
The Tokugawa World Map screens may serve as cautionary exempla of both how fertile and
how fragile the contingency of ideas could be in cultural contact. Indeed, one object’s response
to shifting notions of what constituted the world highlights the very same contradictions
that have yet to be fully resolved in the prevailing structures of art history today.
The Disruptive Detail
At the nexus of empiricism and cultural identity, the disruptive detail owes much to
Yashiro Yukio, founder of the Tokyo Institute for Art Research (Tokyo Bijutsu Kenkyūjo
東京美術研究所) in 1930, and the journal Bijutsu kenkyū 美術研究 in 1932, whose many
contributions to Japanese art history have been recognized in both Japan and the West
with honors like the Freer Medal in 1965 (Figure 2).11 Born in Yokohama, at that time the
largest trading port of Japan, he studied English literature at the Tokyo Imperial University,
11 Inaga 2013, pp. 44–45; Katō 2002; Kato 2007; Museum Yamato Bunkakan [n.d.]; Takagishi 2007;
Yamanashi 2010; Yashiro 1932; Yashiro 1966; Yashiro 1972; Yashiro 1976.
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Figure 2. Institute for Art Research (left to right): Tanaka Kisaku, Odaka Sennosuke, Yashiro
Yukio, and Wada Shin, c. 1930, photograph. Tokyo, National Research Institute for Cultural
Properties.

and after securing a professorship in Western art history at the predecessor to the Tokyo
University of the Arts, he followed his dream to study Botticelli on-site in 1921. Yashiro’s
intense commitment to the project was already evident in his decision to remain in Florence
to complete his manuscript even after the Great Kanto earthquake had tragically buried
his father, his childhood home, and his friends. He dedicated his book to “my father who
died waiting and my mother who waits ... in a desolate town ... for her only child.” 12 Later,
he wrote about his strong desire to remain in Italy, but he returned to Japan, and it is
impossible to know whether he might have continued to specialize in European art history
had the war not intervened. When he returned to Italy to speak at the University of Rome
in 1951, thirty years and one world war later, his remarks were explicitly wistful for the path
not taken, but his motivation for the book remained as clear as it was straightforward: “I
loved Botticelli and studied him; that is all.” 13
Sadly, however, to many Western historians of early modern European art, Yashiro
has become a footnote, despite the publication of his magisterial monograph, Sandro
Botticelli and the Florentine Renaissance (1925, rep. ed. 1929) in English, in London and
Boston, not once but twice, so access to his books was neither restricted by linguistic nor
geographical obstacles.14 The limited nature of the recognition of Yashiro’s contribution
12 Yashiro 1929, pp. v, xi.
13 Yashiro 1929, p. ix; Yashiro 1952, pp. 81–82.
14 Yashiro 1925a; Yashiro 1929.
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to this historiography is a consequence, at least in part, of the exigencies of place in art
historical interpretation, comparable in some ways to the case of the Tokugawa World Map
screens. Yashiro’s earlier work on Western art has been overshadowed not only by his later
critical contributions to the art of Japan and its institutions, but also to a certain degree by
the complications of being a Japanese authority on Western art, even during the relatively
cosmopolitan interbellum period. Yet Yashiro’s import for objects produced by cultural
contact resides in his global approach to art history avant la lettre. In his 1975 obituary
for Yashiro, Sir Kenneth Clark concluded, “If an understanding between East and West
is ever to be possible, it can be achieved only through such a man as Yukio Yashiro.” 15 In
particular, Clark singled out Yashiro’s innovative use of detailed photographs in the study of
art, which would become the norm for the field:
Yashiro’s three magnificent volumes on Botticelli ... were written with exceptional
insight and a vein of poetry appropriate to the subject. They also had an effect on the
whole approach to publishing works of art, because Yashiro was the first man to make
considerable use of photographic details from pictures. This has now become common
form, but at his time, it was a revelation. 16
Yashiro espoused a form of close looking that disdained a chronological or thematic
approach in favor of Giovanni Morelli’s (1816–1891) infamous method of using somewhat
grisly charts of excerpted body parts to attribute paintings to artists.17 For a reader flipping
through the plates of Yashiro’s Botticelli book, paintings like Primavera were dissected
into ears, hair, hands, and feet. Yet Yashiro argued that for all his empirical achievements,
Morelli’s contribution was limited by his inability to come to terms with the ineffability of
artistic expression. During his Florence period, Yashiro had admired the work of Bernard
Berenson.18 Berenson himself was heavily influenced by Morellian detail for assigning
authorship to paintings and delineating artistic styles, but he always leavened his conclusions
with a commitment to the qualitative beauty of the object. It was this double gravitational
pull that Yashiro sought to emulate when he divided his detail-based analysis of Botticelli’s
oeuvre into categories of “Realistic,” “Sensuous,” “Sentimental,” and “Mystic” to support his
hypothesis that Botticelli eschewed strictly realistic representation on account of his profound
concern with the transcendent core without which any great work of art was incomplete.
By Yashiro’s time, second-generation Morellianism had acquired a skepticism about
the ability of appearances to deceive, thanks to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s (1859–1930)
marvelous fictional creation of Sherlock Holmes and Sigmund Freud’s (1856–1939)
unpacking of the unconscious.19 It was as if the magical revelation of identity that Morelli
was able to conjure from the smallest inadvertent detail—for example, the gossipy
signature line of an ear—had been cast into doubt by his own shape-shifting under various
pseudonyms like Johannes Schwarze and Ivan Lermolieff. Scholars have looked to the
15 Clark 1975.
16 Clark 1975; Inaga 2013, pp. 47–50.
17 For Yashiro’s admiration of Morelli, see Yashiro 1925b, p. 167; Yashiro 1927, p. 228; Yashiro 1929, pp. xl–xlii;
Yashiro 1936b, pp. 266, 271.
18 Yashiro 1929, pp. ix–x.
19 Ginzburg 1983.
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medical training of Morelli, Doyle, and Freud
to explain these men’s efforts to standardize
information empirically by revealing detail,
mysterious tracking, or the telling symptom,
the so called “Freudian slip.” But equally
interesting is how these attempts to define
facts shared a suspicion that something
lurked beneath the establishable, whether in
a fictional mystery, the unconscious mind or,
for Yashiro, the “mystic” in Botticelli, or in
his later writings, the “spiritual,” to offset the
“material” clue.20
To Yashiro, Botticelli’s f lowers were
not simply a demonstration of a congenital
identit y, nor were they a match for the
Northern verisimilitude of the irises in
Hugo van der Goes’ Portinari Altarpiece,
which arrived in Florence in 1480 (Figure Figure 3A. Plate XLI. Flower detail from Sandro
Botticelli, Primavera (c. 1482, tempera on panel,
3A).21 Each flower became an expression of Florence, Galleria degli Uffizi), c. 1925. Photograph,
Botticelli’s inimitable essence, the indefinable in Yashiro Yukio, Sandro Botticelli and the Italian
“sensuous” spirit that pushed a virtuoso Renaissance (rev. ed., London, U.K., and Boston, MA,
U.S.A.: The Medici Society and Hale, Cushman &
display of technical superiority to the level Flint, 1929).
of timeless masterpiece. Further, Yashiro’s
comparison of Botticelli’s flowers to those of Utamaro’s Picture Book of Selected Insects,
which he characterized as the apogee of “flowerhood,” used the one to confirm the other’s
position as mutually reifying universal ideals (Figure 3B).22 No other book on Botticelli of
the period provides such extensive and wide-ranging comparisons between Western and
Eastern art. These comparisons included the art of such critical ports of call as Renaissance
Italy, sixteenth-century Germany, ancient Greece and China, eighteenth-century Japan,
classical Buddhist India, and nineteenth-century England. In this regard too, he followed,
and indeed exceeded, his mentor. Berenson’s Villa I Tatti held a small but carefully chosen
collection of rare East Asian, South Asian, and Islamic art, which he displayed together
with his significant holdings in Italian panel paintings as a microcosm of East and West.23
And in his writings, Berenson made extended comparisons between Sassetta’s oeuvre and
a twelfth-century Song Dynasty painting.24 Yashiro too tended to assume a comparative
approach to the highpoints of various cultures instead of focusing on objects that embodied
cultural contact, but the use of these details underscored individual, spirit, and place, and
makes them ideally suited tools for understanding visual exchange. Yashiro would express
his sympathy with Berenson’s global view of cultural production with observations like,

20
21
22
23
24

Yashiro 1936a; Yashiro 1952; Yashiro 1969.
Yashiro 1929, p. 79.
Yashiro 1929, pp. 85–89.
Bailey 2001 and Bailey 2002; Ettinghausen 1961, pp. 2–4; Roberts 1991; Rocke 2001.
Berenson 1903a, pp. 7–13; Harrist 2014; Soucek 2001; Strehlke 2009.
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Figure 3B. Kitagawa Utamaro, Dragonfly and Flowers, from Kitagawa Utamaro, Picture Book of
Selected Insects (Ehon mushi erami), 1788, color woodblock print on paper, vol. 1, n. pag. London,
© The Trustees of the British Museum (Inv. no. 1979,0305,0.152.1).

“East and West are antipodes [only] in words ... [and] Art is universal.” 25 In Yashiro’s hands,
the global detail’s disclosures had moved far from surface, stylistic observation, beyond
anecdotal, biographical classification, and well into the realm of the interior life of the artist
and the lives of objects criss-crossing between hemispheric poles.
The Place of Desire (Locus voluptatis)
By adopting Yashiro’s detailed approach to looking across cultures, the viewer can trace
some of the guiding principles for the construction of the Tokugawa World Map screens
to four exemplary cases that reconnect early modern Europe to its global context. The
first characteristic “symptom,” or telling detail, may logically be the many ships that wend
their way from coast to coast tossed on the high seas. Maps of the early modern era have
been rightly celebrated for their reflection of advances in technological and geographic
knowledge, such as the Mercator projection, the spherical shape of the earth, or the solar
and lunar orbits. But the more fanciful aspects of the images may be as accurate an index
of the impact of exploration as these achievements in the natural sciences. These are the
details that anchored early modernity as surely in fantasy as in realism: mermen beckoning,
blowing their horns; animated fish-like creatures merrily peddling along; and sea monsters
spouting water (Figure 4). To the sixteenth-century mind, ship and sea monster existed
along an oceanic continuum, and actual encounters could not have occurred without the
active harnessing of both ingredients. Following the post-World War II work of John K.
25 Yashiro 1929, pp. xxxviii–xxxix; Yashiro 1952; Yashiro 1988, pp. 74–81.
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Figure 4. Detail of Merman, from Niccolò school, World Map (Figure 1).

Wright and, more recently, Frank Lestringant, the unlikely signs of the imaginary, perhaps
counter-intuitively, can serve as interpretive guides to the European intentions for these
World Maps, where they can function as “maps as actions” in the words of Brian Harley.26
As notations of the impossible, the sea creatures chart what could be thought of as the
coordinates of nowhere. They are the details that provide insight into a powerful stimulus
for European exploration abroad: the land of Utopia, as seen in Abraham Ortelius’ Map
of Utopia (1596), based on Thomas More’s first edition of Utopia under the editorship of
Erasmus (Leuven, 1516), a print whose dimensions would have allowed it to be included in
singular copies of Ortelius’s historical atlas, the Parergon (Antwerp, 1598) (Figure 5).27 In
charting this nonextant land, the great cartographer Ortelius pointedly reminded viewers at
the top of his Map that “Utopia” was etymologically decoded as “Ou-topia” or “Eu-topia,”
or “noplace,” “Achorij.” He described it as a good or “fortunate-land,” “Macarenses,” where
only the pinpointing of happiness on a map was required in order to attain it; it was an ideal
society defined by its rejection of a specific longitude and latitude. Legend placed the island
of Utopia somewhere east of Brazil, thanks to Raphael Hythlodaeus, the inimitable guide
left behind by Amerigo Vespucci on Cabo Frio, but one of its vital qualities, and what some
believe was responsible for the durability of its appeal, was based on its ability to thwart
advances in global surveys and never be found. Other sea monsters grew to dominate scenes,
like the friendly protagonist of the legend of St. Brendan of Clonfert’s Mass, which provided
a safe haven for the saint’s beached ship when he sought that most elusive of goals, the “Isle

26 Harley 1988, p. 71; Harley 1968; Cosgrove 1992; Lestringant 1994, pp. 104–25; Woodward 1987; Wright
1942; Wright 1947.
27 Of the twelve known copies of Utopia printed, only two had surfaced by 2004. It is believed Ortelius
produced the Map of Utopia at the behest of the Silesian humanists Jakob Monau (1546–1603) and Johann
Matthäus Wacker von Wackerfels (1560–1619). Broecke 2004; Kruythooft 1982; Meurer 1998, pp. 143–51.
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Figure 5. Abraham Ortelius, Utopia, 1596, engraving. The Netherlands, private collection.

of the Blessed,” or the idyllic Garden of Eden.28 Thanks to the efforts of this sixth-century
Irish monk known as the “Voyager” or the “Navigator,” the Land of Delight was located
and named, in his honor, the “Island of St. Brendan.” In representations of this story, St.
Brendan’s Island could feature on maps anywhere from off the west coast of Ireland to near
the Canary Islands between Spain and Africa until the early part of the nineteenth century,
when belief in its existence was finally abandoned. Physical, concrete location and the ability
to depict an actual place were, at times, less significant for understanding Western maps
than the producer’s desire to represent an imaginary, utopic existence.
Excitement and the anxiety of exploration were rooted in the middle zone between
reality and imagination. This is what was depicted in images like Ortelius’s Map of the
Legendary Prester John’s Empire that was issued with the Additamentum I (Antwerp, 1573) to
the Theatrum (Figure 6). Unlike Utopia and the “Isla fortunata” of St. Brendan, Prester John’s
Empire described the very real land of Abyssinia (Ethiopia) with actual elephants as “Arabia
felix,” literally “happy Arabia,” but intended it as a reference to the fertile green southwestern
corner of the peninsula (modern Yemen), where rulers had held a near monopoly on the rich
trade of cinnamon and spices since the ancient world. But this country also boasted less real,
trident-bearing sea gods and serenading sirens in Lake Zaire (“Tritones et syrenes in hoc lacus
28 Anonymous, St. Brendan’s Mass on a Whale, c. 1621, engraving, in Honorius Philoponus (pseudonym of
Caspar Plautius, O.S.B.), Nova typis transacta Navigatio novi orbis Indiae Occidentalis... (Linz, 1621), pl. 2,
London, British Library.
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Figure 6. Abraham Ortelius, Prester John’s Kingdom (Presbiteri Iohannis ... Imperii Descriptio),
1603, engraving, in Abraham Ortelius, Theatrum orbis terrarum (Antwerp: Jan Baptist Vrients,
1603), n. pag. Princeton, Princeton University Library, Department of Rare Books and Special
Collections, Historic Maps Collection.

sunt”), Amazons residing just to the east (“Amazones habitare dicitur”), and the Fountain of
Youth bordering Eden.29 What these maps were actually charting was a budding European
alliance with Ethiopia, as Western statesmen could not resist the prospect of casting a nation
which had been Christian since New Testament times as a fabled land.
The legend of Prester John began with a letter circulating circa 1165, when he
purportedly wrote to the Byzantine Emperor Manuel I, claiming to be the greatest
Christian monarch under heaven and describing at length the wonders of his empire.30 At
first, his kingdom was thought to be in India, then Central Asia, before the Portuguese
convinced themselves that they had found him in the Christian country of Ethiopia. Due to
this myth, it fell to one of the very real emperors of Ethiopia to play the part of the fictional
Prester John for European audiences, and this was the foreign policy referenced in the
Tokugawa World Map screens. An emperor of Ethiopia appears at the end of the Tokugawa
screen’s four pairs of equestrian Rulers that display Christian and Muslim heads of state.
Which Ethiopian emperor was intended to be represented in the painting has continued to
confound scholars. Nishimura Tei has identified the Ethiopian emperor in the Tokugawa
29 Bodenstein 1998, pp. 185–86, 201–203, 314.
30 Silverberg 1996, pp. 1–73.
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screens as Emperor Dawit II (or Lebna Dengel, 1501–1540), who established diplomatic
relations with Portugal when the first European embassy reached the Ethiopian court and
returned safely in 1520.31 And it is true that the Jesuit Francisco Alvares, S.J., a member of
this delegation, wrote his narrative of the Portuguese Embassy, Ho Preste Joam das Indias.
Verdadera informaçam das terras do Preste Joam (Lisbon, 1540), in the context of the Prester
John legend.32 Jay Levenson and Julian Raby have advanced the figure of Dawit II’s greatgrandson Emperor Susneyos I (r. 1606–1632), who instituted Roman Catholicism as the
state religion in place of the Ethiopian Oriental Orthodox Tewahedo Church that adhered
to the leadership of the Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria.33 Although a critical figure
for Roman Catholicism in Ethiopia, Susneyos only publicly announced his conversion in
1622, postdating the creation of the Tokugawa World Map screens by at least a decade.
I would add the Ethiopian emperor on the World Map screens could also be Emperor
Gelawdewos (1521–1559), who likewise fought the Ottomans and was significant for the
Society of Jesus, since it was under his rule that the Jesuit mission to Abyssinia was founded
in 1555. The second Jesuit mission of 1557 held a particular significance for the Society, as it
was led by Bishop Andrés de Orviedo, S.J., who would become patriarch of Ethiopia, and is
generally considered to be one of the four major figures in the Society’s first global outreach,
along with Ignatius (founder of the Society), Francis Xavier (apostle to the Indies), and José
de Anchieta (missionary to Brazil).
Like the geographical details of the maps, the point may again be less the accuracy
of representation than the idea of Christian alliances imagined in the delicate dynamics of
sixteenth-century geopolitics by those responsible for producing the screens. The four pairs
of rulers are split evenly between two exempla of enemies at war, followed by two sets of
comrades in peace. While all scholars agree the Rulers reflect the hostilities of ChristianMuslim rivalries, the rulers’ identities, like that of the Ethiopian emperor, have stubbornly
remained inconclusive in the scholarship on these screens. And it is noteworthy that none
of the Muslim leaders were specified beyond the generic labels of “Ottoman sultan” or a
“Turkish emperor” in the original Western source maps, such as in a comparable World Map
by Willem Jansz. Blaeu in the Hispanic Society of America.34 At present, the most likely
personae for the first two pairs of rulers, from left to right, are: (1) the Holy Roman Emperor
Rudolf II (1552–1612), protector of the Catholic faith identifiable by the extended version
of the abbreviation “SNPQR” (“Senatus Populusque Romanum”) on his sword, in combat
with an Ottoman Sultan (likely Sultan Mehmed III, 1566–1603) as a reference to the Long
Turkish War (1593–1606); and (2) the Grand Duke of Moscow, Tsar of All the Russias,
posed against the Great Khan, the nomadic Mongolian Tartar, at a time when Ivan IV “the
Terrible” (1530–1584) had conquered the Khanate of Kazan under Yadegar Mokhammad (d.
1565).
The list of candidates for the figures provides an indication of the complexity of
early modern international relations and goes some way toward recreating the tensions

31
32
33
34
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Nishimura 1954a, pp. 141–51; Vlam 1976, vol. 1, p. 111; Vlam 1977, p. 246.
Alvares 1961.
Levenson and Raby 2011, p. 61.
Willem Jansz. Blaeu, World Map, 1605, engraving, New York, Hispanic Society of America.
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held in the minds of the screens’ producers.35 Grace Vlam has suggested the Holy Roman
Emperor Ferdinand I (1503–1564) for the first figure on the left, although no outstanding
event occurred during Ferdinand’s reign despite sustained Ottoman conflict with his elder
brother Charles V’s long-time nemesis Sultan Suleiman I the Magnificent (1494–1566). An
identification of this Holy Roman emperor as Charles V (1500–1558) opposing Suleiman
the Magnificent may also initially seem attractive. Charles V had defeated Suleiman at the
Siege of Vienna in 1529 only to be forced to accept the humiliating Treaty of Adrianople
(1547), when he ceded the title of emperor to Suleiman to achieve a brief respite from a
costly war. But Vlam has proposed Charles V for the fifth figure from the left, and at the
time of Charles V’s death, Suleiman still had the upper hand. So assigning Rudolf II as the
first Holy Roman emperor figure on the left seems preferable, since the landmark accord
of Christian European powers to oppose the Ottoman Empire, the Holy League of Pope
Clement VIII (r. 1592–1605), was signed in Prague in 1595. At the time of Suleiman’s death
(1566), during Rudolf II’s reign, the Ottoman Empire was one of the world’s foremost
powers and occupied a substantial, threatening position in the European balance of power.
Furthermore, based on the label of “Rex Hispaniae” in the Hispanic Society of America
Blaeu Map, Vlam has offered King Philip II of Spain (1527–1598) for the third figure
from the left, who was also later crowned as Philip I of Portugal in 1581, and was a critical
leader in the Holy League coalition under Pope Pius V (r. 1566–1572) during the infamous
Battle of Lepanto (1571), making his opponent Sultan Selim II (1524–1574). But Miyoshi
Tadayoshi’s 三好唯義 naming of the grand duke of Moscow versus the great Khan, the
“Magnus Cham Tartarorum” in Vlam’s discussion of the 1605 Blaeu Map, due to the use of
pointed headgear in place of a rounded turban, is ultimately more compelling.36
The latter two pairs represent monarchs at peace; they are most likely the figures of: (3)
a mature, bearded Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, under whom the Society of Jesus was
founded (1540), partnered with the Catholic convert, the French King Henry IV (1553–
1610), both of whom have been remembered as decisive leaders in the Catholic Reformation
and Wars of Religion respectively; and (4) an Ethiopian emperor paired with an armed,
turbaned warrior. Once again the detail of the Ethiopian emperor provides the key, for it is
unclear if this last couple was meant to be friends or foes. If the fourth pair on the screen,
from left to right, is understood as enemies, the turbaned warrior on the right end could
be read as Dawit II’s mortal adversary, the Muslim Imam Ahmad ibn Ibrahim al-Ghazi
the “Conqueror” (or Imam Ahmad Gragn, c. 1506–1543), a Somali imam and general of
the Adal sultanate who conquered three-quarters of Ethiopia in the Abyssinian-Adal War
(1529–1543). After years of devastation, Dawit II sought aid from Portugal, but Cristóvão
da Gama and his army of four hundred did not arrive until after Dawit II had been slain on
the battlefield. If the Ethiopian emperor is Emperor Gelawdewos, the turbaned figure could
either refer to his continued struggle with Imam Ahmad until Ahmad’s death in 1543 or to
Sultan Suleiman I the Magnificent, who captured Massawa in 1557.
If, however, the last pair was intended as wary but supportive allies, armed, but not
fighting as the second pair at peace, like Charles V and Henri IV, this couple could then
35 Gotō 2000, pp. 34–36; Levenson and Raby 2011, pp. 54–58; Narusawa 2008, p. 64; Nishimura 1954a, p. 141;
Vlam 1976, vol. 1, pp. 110–12; Vlam 1977, pp. 245–46.
36 Miyoshi 1994, p. 45.
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signify how tendentious the interplay of political, religious, and trade interests could
be, even among friends. The turbaned figure would then be one of the Persian shahs of
Iran, as cited in the Blaeu Map, since although Muslim, the sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury Safavids had joined the Habsburgs as strong allies against the Ottomans. Such an
identification would likely establish the turbaned end-figure as Shah Tahmasp I (1514–1576),
who responded to Charles V’s letter of concern (18 February 1529) about the Ottoman
progression to Vienna with renewed expressions of commitment to the sixteenth-century
Habsburg-Persian alliance. This would lead to the outflanking of the Ottomans by the
Habsburgs on the western border and the Persians on the eastern frontier. These attacks
crystallized in the lengthy Ottoman-Safavid War (1532–1555) that concluded with the
settling of the Iranian-Ottoman border in the Peace of Amasya (1555) signed by Shah
Tahmasp I and Suleiman the Magnificent. Shah Tahmasp was in power during both
Emperor Dawit II’s and Emperor Gelawdewos’s reigns, and as an enemy of Suleiman, who
had lent troops and support to the Adal Sultanate, Tahmasp would have been a valuable
Ethiopian ally.
What made Shah Tahmasp I and later shahs, like Shah Abbas I the Great (1571–1629),
troublesome allies for the pro-Portuguese Jesuits was whether the Society of Jesus would
favor Habsburg political or Portuguese trade interests when the two were not in alignment.
Shah Abbas’ victory in the ongoing Persian-Portuguese War (1507–1622) over control of
territories in the Persian Gulf would result in the dominance of the English East India
Company and the Dutch East India Company in his realm. Perhaps it was this moment
of profound instability in worldwide security occasioned by the conf licts of multiple
interests that the Tokugawa World Map screens memorialize best. In More’s “Book One:
The Dialogue of Counsel,” Utopia was, after all, also the cure for society’s foremost ill, the
tendency of kings to start wars. And it was this utopian vision of civic yearning in sixteenthcentury religiously motivated international diplomacy, the citation of place by the locus
voluptatis, or seat of desires, in its Christian conception, that provided the cartographic
conceptual grid for this Niccolò school World Map.
The Composition of Place (Compositio loci)
A second register of details discloses a subtle deconstruction of place by articulating a
circumnavigation of connections and disconnections between the local and the global. The
pendant to the World Map, a screen of Rulers on Horseback with Twenty-eight Cityscapes
across four continents and a Map of Portugal, presents Western trade networks by virtue
of views of Hanseatic centers in Europe and Portuguese strongholds in Asia, Africa, and
the Americas (Figure 7A).37 The surprising exclusion of the hub of Macao would seem to
indicate the screens depict only those towns commonly appearing in Northern maps before
c. 1610, since Macao did not often appear on Dutch maps until Jodocus Hondius’ World

37 The cities represented in the screens are (left to right, top to bottom): Panel 1: Lisbon, Gdańsk, Bergen, and
Alexandria; Panel 2: Seville, Hamburg, Stockholm, and Moscow; Panel 3: Venice, Amsterdam, Cologne,
and Cuzco; Panel 4: Mexico City, Aden (Yemen), Frankfurt am Main, and Sofala (Somalia); Panel 5:
Constantinople, London, Genoa, and Antwerp; Panel 6: Rome, Hormuz (Iran), Bantam (Indonesia), and
Mozambique; Panel 7: Portugal (1/2), Prague, and Kozhikode (Calicut); Portugal (1/2), Goa, and Paris.
Miyoshi 1997, p. 40; Vlam 1976, vol. 1, pp. 154–58.
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Map of 1608.38 It is striking that there is no depiction of Japanese cities or even port towns
well known to the Jesuits, like Nagasaki, from which it can be surmised that this was a
global perspective carefully constructed to facilitate maximum exposure to the European
networks the Jesuits chose to present to Ieyasu. Despite using primarily Netherlandish
and German sources, maps that originated with Protestant (notably Dutch Reformed)
overtones in Europe arrived in Japan filtered through a Catholic lens.39 Golden churches
were marked throughout the World Map, with the largest for Rome, and a Roman Cityscape
was substituted on the pendant screen for Gamalama, the Portuguese center for spicetrading on Ternate Island (Figure 7B). This was characteristic of Jesuit artistic production,
both for other Western-source World Map and City View screens attributed to the Niccolò
school, such as the pair in the Kobe City Museum, and for other objects produced for
Jesuits within Europe.40 Cornelis I Galle not only referenced the Catholic topography of
St. Peter’s-centered Rome in Georg Braun’s Civitates orbis terrarum (1572), but also adapted
this perspective specifically to the Jesuit order by developing a “Roma Ignaziana” for Pedro
de Ribadeneira’s Vita beati patris Ignatii Loyolae (1610) highlighting all the Jesuit houses of
Rome—professed, collegiate, novitiate, penitential, catechetic, and charitable—as material
testimony to the achievements of its founder.41 The view of Rome in the Tokugawa World
Map screen pendant likewise follows Galle’s Roma Ignaziana design.42 The geographic
networks and territorial claims of post-Tridentine cartography were never neutral, objective
descriptions. These details demonstrate, perhaps more than any other single aspect, that the
screens were products of a Western religious imagination and, particularly, a Jesuit discourse
of place along the lines of the famed Ignatian “compositio loci” (composition of place) that
relied on the envisioning of precise spatial and sensory environs to facilitate prayer.
The distinctive emphasis of the Society of Jesus on place has become an axiom of
studies of the Spiritual Exercises, but has received less consideration in Jesuit mission art,
despite being one of the arenas where the conceptualization of place was most put under
pressure through the accumulation of references to multiple locations implicit in the objects.
In fact, the profoundly site-specific Spiritual Exercises was practiced globally. It was how
early Jesuits aligned the micro- and macro-worlds of soul and space, from city to world
implicit in the concept of “mundus,” whose boundaries were both co-extant and distinct
from the geography of world. Seventeenth-century illustrated editions represent the Exercises
as an uphill climb in a hilly landscape with a chain of figures, each bearing his own cross
(Figure 8). The intention was for a landscape to spread out in the mind’s eye of a retreatant
as linked episodes of place, creating a compound panorama not unlike the effect of the
Cityscapes screen. The Exercises instruct:

38 Vlam 1976, vol. 1, p. 132.
39 Levenson and Raby 2011, p. 59; Miyoshi 2004, p. 326; Mochizuki 2010, pp. 117–30; Mochizuki 2009,
pp. 252–61.
40 Niccolò school, World Map and Rulers on Horseback with Four Cityscapes (pair of 8-panel screens), 1610–1620,
ink, color, and gold leaf on paper, 159.0 x 478.0 cm each, Kobe, Kobe City Museum.
41 Lucas 1997, pp. 134–35; Melion, 2009, p. 13.
42 Akiyama 1941, p. 23; Levenson and Raby 2011, p 59; Narusawa 2008, p. 64; Vlam 1976 (vol. 1), p. 152.
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Figure 7A. Detail of Lisbon Cityscape, from Niccolò school, Rulers on Horseback with Twenty-eight Cityscapes (Figure 1).
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Figure 7B. Detail of Rome Cityscape, from Niccolò school, Rulers on Horseback with Twenty-eight Cityscapes (Figure 1).
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Figure 8. Frederik Bouttats the Younger, “Week 2. Contemplation of the Kingdom of Jesus Christ,”
engraving, c. 1673, in St. Ignatius of Loyola, Spiritual Exercises (Antwerp: Michiel Cnobbaert,
1673), fol. 86v-87r. Leuven, © KU Leuven, Maurits Sabbe Library (photo: Yannick Van Loon).

The First Prelude: A composition by imagining place. Here, it will be to see—with the
eyes of the imagination—the synagogues, villages, and castles through which Christ
Our Lord passed as he preached.43
The Spiritual Exercises were known to play a formidable part in the Jesuit mission to Japan.
Father Gaspar Villela, S.J. wrote from Hirado 平戸 (19 October 1557), in one of the earliest
references, that Ōtomo Sōrin 大友宗麟 (1530–1587), daimyo of Bungo 豊後 (Ōita 大分),
was imbued with the spirit of the Exercises in his last years, and after being stripped of his
lands by Toyotomi Hideyoshi 豊臣秀吉 (c. 1536–1598) in 1587, Takayama Ukon 高山右近
(1552–1615) practiced the Exercises in exile.44 Father Lourenço Mexia, S.J. also reported
(6 January 1584) that all novices in Japan were regularly instructed in the practice of the
Spiritual Exercises.45
The Jesuit use and propagation of Thomas à Kempis’ Imitatio Christi, a manual
for understanding the world through Christ’s deeds, allowed the “peregrinatio vitae,” or
Christian pilgrimage through life, to be updated for the newly global apostolate, consistent
43 Ganss 1992, p. 53. Place is emphasized by the use of “steden,” or “cities,” instead of “castles,” and the phrase
at the end of the sentence, “ende alsoo van andere plaetsen,” or “and thus of [still] other places.”
44 Cartas 1598, vol. 2, p. 125; Schütte 1943, pp. 378–80.
45 Schütte 1951, p. 66.
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with how founding fathers of the Society, like Jerome Nadal, portrayed mission as a
“peregrinatio.” 46 One of the all-time bestsellers of the early modern period, the Imitatio
Christi held a special significance in the mental landscape of Ignatius of Loyola as the
only book to be cited by name for additional reading at the end of the second week of the
Spiritual Exercises.47 Editions of the Imitatio, or the “Contemptus Mundi” as it was known
in sixteenth-century Iberian circles, likewise were a popular reading choice in the Jesuit
mission to Japan, as the Inventory of 1554 lists both a “Contemptus Mundi” and “as obras de
Tomas de Kempis.” Copies of this text appeared via the Jesuit press in Japan, in Amakusa in
1596 in romanized Japanese (Letter from Luis Frois, S.J., December 13, 1596), and in Kyoto
in kanji by 1610, as well as no longer existing copies in Japanese kana in Nagasaki in 1603
(Letter from Gabriel de Matos, S.J., 1 March 1603) and one edition each in Nagasaki and
Kyoto in 1612.48 Pope Sixtus V (r. 1585–1590) even offered an indulgence to those who read
a chapter of the Imitatio in Japanese translation. Martin Hara, S.J., an editor of one of the
Japanese editions, explained this special dispensation in a letter dated 6 October 1613:
This [the Imitatio Christi] is the book which most pleases the Japanese, although it
is so exacting and difficult to follow. One thousand three hundred copies are now
being printed.... During these persecutions, especially when priests cannot travel
freely through the territories of Christians whose lords are pagans, it is impossible to
exaggerate the wonderful results obtained by these books, for they serve as preachers to
the Christians. With this help both the persecuted and non-persecuted Christians are
confirmed in their faith and their customs.49
By looking at the World Map screens through the lens of an order’s specific charism or
spiritual orientation, a Catholic viewer could thereby parallel a voyage through the external
world, in the networked strand of cities, port by port, with the interior exposition of the
soul, the focused gaze across cultures poised precariously on the knife-blade of disengaged
concentration.
Understanding the episodic Cityscapes composition, from Lisbon to Antwerp, Rome,
and Goa, as filtered through the prism of the “composition of place,” clarifies how its
golden frame could secure a system of gaps and displacement. Michel de Certeau, S.J. has
characterized the “composition of place” as a series of journeys of return and repetition,
where information was transformed in the synapses between locales.50 The material image’s
empty borders functioned as thresholds of passage and transition to provide the meditational
exercise essential to true physical and spiritual voyage. For the viewer of the screens, the
underscoring of dislocation as much as the composition of space in the Spiritual Exercises
specifically, and Ignatian spirituality in general, functioned like Jerome Nadal’s Evangelicae
Historiae Imagines (reworked as Adnotationes et Meditationes in Evangelia) (Antwerp, 1593),
46 O’Malley 1984, p. 6.
47 Habsburg 2011, pp. 8, 180, 182–89, 194–98.
48 Farge 2002, p. 10; Habsburg 2011, pp. 182–87, 194; Laures 1957, pp. 19–24, 26, 50; Frois 1599, p. 47;
Mochizuki 2014, pp. 123–31; Vlam 1976, vol. 1, pp. 10, 47; Wicki 1948, vol. 3 (1553–1557), pp. 202–203.
49 Provincia Iaponiae et Viceprovincia Sinensis ( Jap. Sin.), vol. 36, fol. 27v, Rome, Archivum Romanum Societatis
Iesu; Pacheco 1971, p. 441.
50 De Certeau 2004, p. 93.
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Figure 9. Hieronymus, Johan and Antoon Wierix (after Bernardino Passeri
and Maarten de Vos design), Adoration of the Magi (#19), c. 1593, engraving,
in Jerome Nadal, Evangelicae historiae imagines (Antwerp: Joannes Moretus
for Christopher Plantin, 1607), engraving, fol. 7r. Washington, D.C.,
Georgetown University, Woodstock Theological Library Special Collections.

the most popular book to be sent on mission, where Nicolas Standaert, S.J. has noted that
alphabetical order confounds the direct, linear sequencing of site.51 So, in the “Adoration of
the Magi” scene in Nadal, the viewer begins at “A,” Bethlehem just off-center, only to have
the eye forced to jump to the perimeter to “B,” the astronomical marking of the city with a
star, before returning to the main scene with “C,” the urban journey to see the Christ child
(Figure 9). This was an Ignatian discernment of world, universe, and landscape, which
51 Standaert 2007, pp. 12–17; Vlam 1976, vol. 1, p. 240.
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located displacement at the heart of the missionary endeavor, the détachement undertaken
by the truly disinterested in the Ignatian sense of “indifference,” pace Paul’s Epistle to the
Hebrews 11:13–16 and 13:14, “strangers and pilgrims on the earth” (“peregrini et hospites sunt
supra terram”), notably the very same biblical excerpt cited in Ortelius’ Theatrum. At a time
when missionary, diplomat, and merchant were often three hats worn by the same person,
this purported “indifference” became an essential hallmark of the successful endeavor.52
The constant flickering between world and city in the Tokugawa Map screens, relying
on place to provide the fertile rupture necessary for a retreatant’s departure from present
circumstance, created an amphitheater for the voices of desire of the loci voluptatis: King
João III’s (1502–1557) quest for commodities, Pope Gregory XIII’s (r. 1572–1585) search for
converts, and Japanese lords’ pursuit of consolidated power. These were all aspirations never
wholly attained, quite unlike nineteenth-century postcolonial narratives; the aspirations
suggest alternative models of interpretation may be better suited to the power structures of
sixteenth-century cultural exchange. It was this delicate vibration between desire, which
made the most out-of-reach cityscape appear intimately within grasp, and detachment,
which acknowledged the sheer expanse of discrete, seemingly unbridgeable distance
overseas, that best captures the exploration of a new world outside measured by retreat
within.
The Contempt for the World (Contemptus mundi)
Real and imagined, macro-connected and micro-detached, the disruptive detail unlocks
a third register that enabled the World Map screens not only to scale broadly, but also to
plumb interior soundings deeply. Polar views of the northern and southern hemispheres
were dropped in the upper left and right corners of the World Map, with a smattering
of floating compasses that allowed the oceans to be navigated (Figure 10). Solar, lunar,
and planetary paths likewise bobbed along the oceans, more signifiers of journey and
cartographic ancestry than intended for practical use in these screens. In the exploration
of a world that relied upon charting the stars,
navigational geography lent itself to astronomy,
and thanks to its philosophical framework,
cosmology for the Jesuit school in Japan.
The Christian humanist knew the divine
harmony of the spheres through the accomplishments of man. This was the idea behind
books like Pedro Gómez, S.J.’s De Sphaera
(Nigi ryakusetsu, c. 1593), part of a three-part
treatise, Compendium Catholicae veritatis,
which included sections dedicated to “De
Anima” (anima no ue ni tsuite アニマの上
について) and “De Theologia” (shinjitsu no
oshie 真実の教え), for his lectures on natural Figure 10. Detail of Solar Path, from Niccolò school,
philosophy at the Jesuit College in Funai World Map (Figure 1).

52 Melion 1999, pp. 51–52, 56–57.
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(Bungo Province).53 There, Gómez expounded on the theory of a geocentric system, contra
Copernicus’s controversial heliocentric model, powered by an angel who propelled the
outermost heavenly sphere. His stated purpose was to explain “the visible things, i.e. the
creation of the world and the eternal order of the universe,” in order to reveal their “invisible
divine nature.” 54
For Jesuits, the celestial was paired with the terrestrial. Globes were the beads of
an astronomical rosary, the mundane vehicle with which to reach the firmament and
attain cosmological proof of the existence of God. In 1550, Francis Xavier had introduced
Ptolemaic cartography to Japan with either a globe or world map to help understand God
as creator. From Cochin, Francis Xavier would relate to his companions in Europe the
discussion it had sparked (29 January 1552):
The Japanese are more subject to reason than any other pagan race I have ever seen.
They are so curious and importunate in their questioning and so eager to know that
they never ceased asking us questions and telling others the answers which they had
received from us. They did not know that the world was round, nor did they know the
course of the sun. They asked about these and other things, for example, about comets,
lightning, rain and snow, and similar phenomena. They were very content and satisfied
with our replies and explanations; and they deemed us to be learned men, something
that was of some help in gaining credit for our words.55
Several months later, in a letter from Goa to Ignatius of Loyola in Rome (9 April 1552),
Xavier would reiterate:
It would also be good if they [Jesuits coming to Japan] knew something of the celestial
sphere, since the Japanese are delighted with learning about the movements of the
heavens, the eclipses of the sun, the waxing and the waning of the moon, and how rain,
snow and hail, thunder, lightning, comets and other natural phenomena are produced.
The explanation of such matters is a great help in gaining the good will of the people.56
By 1554, an inventory listed two objects entitled World Maps in the possession of the Jesuit
Mission to Japan.57 The same inventory refers to a request from Ōtomo Sōrin for a globe
to be sent to replace one lost in a shipwreck (letter of 13 September 1563). Even Tokugawa
Iemitsu (1604–1651), who would close Japan to most Western knowledge, religion, and
trade, was known to consult his grandfather Ieyasu’s World Map on occasion, perhaps even
the very set of screens under study here.
53 Gómez 1965; Gómez 1999; Hiraoka 2005; Hiraoka 2008, pp. 81–92; Hiraoka 2009, pp. 213–25, 231–36;
Hiraoka 2013; Schütte 1939, pp. 225, 243.
54 Arakawa 2001, pp. 153, 156–58; Zhong 2016, p. 99.
55 Boxer 1986; Letters and Instructions 1992, pp. 334, 385; Epistolae S. Francisci Xaverii vol. 1, 1944, ep. 96, 110;
Unno 1994, p. 377.
56 Letters and Instructions 1992, p. 385.
57 World maps were exempt from a list of prohibited luxuries, although navigational charts and other kinds of
maps were not excluded from about eighty prohibited items in the Records on Nagasaki (Nagasaki ki 長崎記),
the Memorandum of Nagasaki (Nagasaki oboegaki 長崎覚書), or in a law from 1668. Ayusawa 1964, p. 278;
Kimiya 1955, pp. 690–91; Loh 2013, p. 176; Unno 1994, p. 379, note 130.
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With access to so many images of the world available, curiosity about the cosmos
became a particular area of interest in Japan. Carlo Spinola, S.J., a mathematician who had
trained at the Roman College and worked at the Jesuit academy in Kyoto (1605–1611),
would oversee the building of an observatory in Nagasaki, where he would make the earliest
recorded scientific observation of a lunar eclipse in Japan (eleventh month, eighth day,
1612), and first survey the difference in longitude between Nagasaki and Macao to a margin
of error of less than three minutes.58 Luis Frois, S.J. relates how the nobleman Kamo Arimasa
賀茂在理 was so impressed with the missionaries’ astronomical theories that he converted,
and how the powerful lord Oda Nobunaga 織田信長 (1534–1582) inquired about the
mountain-top geography of India, the orbits of the sun, moon, and stars, the weather of
hot and cold climates, and the customs and manners of other countries in a three-hour
audience, betraying the expectation once again that Jesuit missionaries should be well versed
on these topics.59 It was actually Jesuit cosmology that would outlast the Society’s official
presence in early modern Japan. Cristóvão Ferreira, S.J. (Sawano Chūan 沢野忠庵) would
even continue to write several treatises detailing the principles of European astronomy,
presumably for an interested audience, after his apostasy in 1633.60
The navigational spheres of the Tokugawa World Map were steeped in the humanist
overtones of a global geography represented by sources like the corner orbs of Ortelius’s
Theatrum (Figure 11). On sixth day of the seventh month of 1585, a copy of the first edition
of the Theatrum (1570), with fifty-three maps, and the first three volumes of Georg Braun
and Frans Hogenberg’s Civitates orbis terrarum (1572) were given by Melchior Guilandinus,
director of the Padua Botanical Garden, to the first Japanese delegation to Europe. 61
Ortelius’ World Map did not simply lay the new geography before the armchair traveler. It
posited a cartographic concept of the world in the framework of classical moral philosophy,
deploying Cicero’s words on the front to reinforce the idea of the universe as an image of
God’s eternity, while Pliny, in an advisory preface to the “reader” on the reverse, reminded
the viewer of the vanity of human concerns with glory, war, and power.62 The whole effect
was a caveat, a neo-Stoic emblem to invite meditation on the world at the same time as it
minimalized the mundane as a mere “pin-prick” in a drama of ethical and spatial choices.
Ortelius quoted Cicero’s De natura deorum (lib. 2:37) on the responsibility of man to look
abroad and resist the dangers of unmitigated materialism rife in global exposure: “The
horse was made to haul and carry, the ox to plough, the dog to guard and hunt, but man
was born to contemplate the world.” 63 Yet he recognized the limits of human thought with
his reference to Seneca’s Naturales quaestiones (lib. 1, praef. 8): “How laughable are mortal

58 Boxer 1986, pp. 50–51; Ebisawa 1959, p. 366; Loh 2013, pp. 109, 116.
59 Ayusawa 1964, p. 276; Hirose 1964, p. 296.
60 Boxer 1986, pp. 50–51; Cieslik 1974; Ebisawa 1959, p. 366; Hiraoka 2009, pp. 225–29; Loh 2013, pp. 109,
116.
61 The first Japanese delegation to Europe, initiated and designed by the Visitor to the Indies, Alessandro
Valignano, S.J., left Nagasaki in 1582 and returned 21 July 1590. The account of this journey became a key
text in the diffusion of Christian humanism in Japan, considered essential for the education of Japanese
clergy. Ayusawa 1964, p. 277; Cooper 2005; Frois 1942, p. 233, note 815; Laures 1957, pp. 9–10; Mochizuki
2010, p. 114; Proust 2002; Schütte 1954; Valignano 1589.
62 Mangani 1998a, p. 60; Mangani 1998b, pp. 85–146, 247–74; Melion 1999, p. 53; Müller Hofstede 1979,
pp. 127–35; Nuti 2003.
63 Melion 1999, pp. 52–53; Müller Hofstede 1979, pp. 131–32.
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Figure 11. Abraham Ortelius, Typus orbis terrarum, 1601, engraving, in Abraham Ortelius,
Theatrum orbis terrarum (Antwerp: Christopher Plantin, 1601). Antwerp, University of Antwerp
Library, Special Collections (inv. no. MAG-P 15. 101, http://anet.be/digital/opacanet/uapreciosa
/o:lvd:893766/N, image no. 20).

boundaries!”—only to conclude, by summarizing Cicero’s Tusculanae disputations: “How
can human affairs seem great to those who discern the immortality and magnitude of
the whole world?” For Ortelius, the longing for expansive geographical knowledge meant
negotiating a fine line with the temptations of worldly things. And it was these moral
resonances too that oriented the axes of the Tokugawa World Map’s celestial spheres.
It is a curious planetary detail, an aquatic blue orb, cinched by an astrolabe-like band,
as it spins above North America, that holds the key to a world bounded by self-knowledge
in the Ciceronian vein that held such sway in the Society (Figure 12).64 With an Ignatian
spirituality very much based in the world, the gridded globe of Jesuit geography emphasized
chorography, the empirical strain of Christian humanism that stressed the value of
experience in advancing knowledge. Men like Ignacio Moreira, S.J. crossed large swaths of
Japan on foot for personal observation, rather than rely solely upon the written sources used
by many contemporary cartographers. The Japonicae tabulae explicatio, to which Moreira’s
now lost Map of Japan was originally attached, reads:

64 A no longer extant volume simply denoted as “Virgil ” (specific work unknown) was also printed by the Jesuit
press in Japan in 1600. D’Elia 1942, vol. 1, p. 224, vol. 2, p. 315, note 3; Laures 1957, p. 91; Maryks 2008,
pp. 83–105; Valignano 1954, p. 559, note 10; Vlam 1976, vol. 1, pp. 11–12.
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Figure 12. Detail of Orb Cartouche, from Niccolò school, World Map (Figure 1).

Carefully he [Moreira] described the position of this entire region [Japan] according to
astronomical instruments. He recorded conscientiously what he saw with his own eyes
[emphasis mine] and he also observed an eclipse of the sun, which took place at that
time. But he also had himself taught in detail and carefully by many Japanese well
versed in this subject.65
In his History of the Church of Japan, the Visitor to the Indies, Alessandro Valignano, S.J.,
relied on the accuracy of Moreira’s work for his second report in 1592 when he was careful
to note: “Ignacio Moreira, who accompanied me to the court of Miyako, took great pains to
prepare a correct description of Japan. He took the certain (“cierta”) and correct (“verdadera”)
height [of the pole] at many places he passed, and made enquiries about other regions, which
he could not visit himself, with great eagerness for knowledge.” 66 The Sicilian Girolamo de
Angelis, S.J. also gathered information for his Map of Yezo during his ministry in Matsumae
松前, and João Rodrigues Tçūzu, S.J. was not only renowned for his translation skills, but
also was regarded as an accomplished astronomer in great part due to his detailed firsthand description of Japanese geography in his History of the Church of Japan, although
his magnum opus, one volume of which he described as comparable to the Theatrum, has
unfortunately not survived.67
65 Aihara 1976, pp. 209–19; Hubbard 1994, pp. 87, 91; Jap Sin. 22, fol. 300v; Kish 1949; Nebenzahl and
Pinheiro Marques 1997; Schütte 1962, pp. 122, 125, 127–28; Takahashi 1985, p. 31.
66 Schütte 1962, pp. 122–23; Valignano 1601, fol. 14v.
67 Letter from Macao to the Portuguese Assistant in Rome, Fr. Nuno Mascarenhas, S.J. (30 November 1627).
Hirose 1964, p. 298; Schütte 1969, pp. 41–43, 47–48; Schütte 1952, p. 76.
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Figure 13. Netherlandish Artist (Frans Hogenberg?), Fool’s Cap World Map, c. 1590, engraving.
Oxford, © Oxford University, Ashmolean Museum (inv. no. WA2003. Douce. 738).

In counterpoint to the outwardly directed concerns of Ieyasu, Jesuit imagery in the
Tokugawa World Map screens was imbued as much with Ortelius’ biblical-philosophical
caution on the vanities of the world as the next-generation retooling of the Theatrum that
can be seen in a Fool’s Cap World Map, where experience of the world was turned insideout for a leader’s private reflection. In this image, the flip side of Ortelius’ global range was
now used to “know thyself” (nosce te ipsum) to prevent the growth of an “infinite number
of fools” (Ecc 1:15, “stultorum infinitus est numerus”) (Figure 13). Each collar medallion of
the joker lamented the worldly pitfalls of the grotesque comedy of a life without faith: “Oh
human ambitions!” (“O curas homunum”); “Oh how empty is this life!” (“O quantum est in
rebus inane”); “Each man has become stupid” (“Stultus factus est omnis homo”); “Each man
is a whole vanity” (“Universa vanitas omnis homo”). The anonymous author of the Fool’s Cap
World Map, attributed by Rodney Shirley to the very same Frans Hogenberg of the Civitates
orbis terrarum known to be in Japan, proposed a truly neo-Stoic third path between
Democritus of Abdera’s laughter and Heraclitus of Ephesus’s weeping very much in keeping
with a Jesuit approach to the scorn for the worldly epitomized in the notion of contemptus
mundi.68 The surprisingly wise gaze of the depicted fool offered the healing viewpoint of a
man of and in the world as the solution to mankind’s woeful human condition. Through his
experiences, the jester became the “epichthonius cosmopolites,” the global cosmopolitan able
to tap into the wisdom and curative powers closely associated by Renaissance readers with
68 Mangani 1998a, pp. 71–73, 81, note 48; Shirley 1982; Shirley 1984, pp. 157–58, 189–90.
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the Attic hero “Erichthonius” to evoke the citizen of the world’s inner resourcefulness.69
This was the Map’s most complicated statement on place: an object that could not exist
outside a precise geographical location and historical moment, yet whose construction in the
Western, Jesuit Niccolò school in Japan dissembled on its origins in the service of promoting
the screens’ universal claims.
The Index of Place (Index locorum)
Outside, inside, the personal experience of place permeates the screens by virtue of a
fourth set of details, the Peoples of the World, a theatrum mundi that captures the universal
through a collection of individual cultural models (Figure 14).70 A network of bodies
populates the globe’s quadrants to become the World Map screen’s empirical borderland,
drawing upon a compositional format pioneered by Jodocus Hondius in 1595, whose later
versions of this type by himself (with figures engraved by his brother-in-law Pieter van den
Keere) and others resulted in the World Map and Peoples of the World becoming a fixed
combination throughout Europe.71 Arranged in single-cell servings, like longitude and
latitude coordinates, this Greek chorus of forty-two mostly male-female couples dressed in
national costumes used early ethnology to create a human index locorum of the distribution
of cultural space. Like the Niccolò school World Maps that still situated Europe at the
center of the world, these were figures whose formative sources, handling, and conception
remained solidly Western in orientation.72 Stock characters from the European iconographic
imagination, like the Chinese and Tartar couples, relied upon the technique of threedimensional shading to represent Western ideals of beauty, such as the Japanese woman’s
unbound, curly hair. Couples were organized in the hierarchy of values of a sixteenthcentury European, from those deemed the most “civilized” to those thought to be savage
and grotesque, depending on the amount of clothing worn, the color of skin, the presence
of tattoos, the wearing of animal products, and the degree of hirsuteness. Light-skinned and
fully clothed figures on the right morphed into increasingly darker, half-naked peoples on
the left. After Christian Europeans and familiar non-Christians, like Turks and Persians,
the Japanese couple, the Jesuits’ hosts, was placed in a complimentary position as one of the
most “civilized” cultures. People literally became topoi, in the sense of both easily replicable
themes and of the massing of place by individual types, with the latter not entirely different
from the position Yashiro assigned to artists like Botticelli and Utamaro in cultural
exposure.
In the Tokugawa World Map screens, two cartouches provide the poles of humanity.
The allegorical representation of The Four Parts of The World celebrated civilization’s
achievements with Europa, glorified by her cultural and scientific objects, being greeted
by Asia, Africa, and America just below and to the right of Africa. This scene is offset by
a cartouche that exemplifies its opposite, the lack of civilization, with a cannibal picnic
69 Chapple 1993, pp. 110–15.
70 This would have been true even if neither the western half of North America, nor the Peoples of the World
were originally split, as in the current reconstruction. It is not known when this rearrangement of the order of
the panels occurred. Loh 2013, pp. 26–27, 48, note 8.
71 Jodocus Hondius, World Map with Peoples of the World, 1595, ten sheets of color engravings to measure a total
of 148 x 177.5 cm, Cambridge, MA, Harvard College Library. Koeman 1965.
72 Toby 1998, pp. 23–27.
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Figure 14. Details of the Peoples of the World, from Niccolò school, World Map (Figure 1).
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Figure 15. Detail of Cannibals Cartouche, from Niccolò school, World Map (Figure 1).

where a family partakes in a barbecue of body parts, just to the right and below South
America (Figure 15). Unequivocally and uninhibitedly uncivilized in light of the emphasis
on refinement seen in the ordering of the couples, the cannibals were the antithesis of a
Northern European “Merry Company” scene, the outer limit of urbane relaxation, the
anti-pastoral, in their personification of both distant antagonist and potentially proximate
opposition to the Christian rulers at the top of the Cityscapes screen. An Ortelius-based set
of screens in Osaka, consisting of a Map of the World and Map of Japan, explicitly connects
the Peoples of the World with the Western preoccupation with cannibalism, chronicled by
authors like Hans Staden, Jean de Léry, Michel de Montaigne, and the Jesuit exploreranthropologists of Brazil (Figure 16).73 Only one couple in the Osaka Peoples of the World,
the Brazilian couple with human limbs roasting on an open-grated fire like the Tokugawa
World Map screen’s cartouche, bears a description:

73 Early Jesuit explorer-anthropologists of Brazil include José de Anchieta, S.J., Juan de Aspilcueta Navarro, S.J.,
António Blasquez, S.J., Fernão Cardim, S.J., Pero Correia, S.J., Luis da Grã, S.J., Manoel da Nóbrega, S.J.,
and Francisco Soares, S.J.
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Figure 16. Japanese Artist, Map of World and Map of Japan with Peoples of the World, pair of 6-panel screens, c. 1590–1614, ink, color, gold on paper, 155.0 x 356.0 cm each. Osaka,
Nanban Bunkakan (photo: Matsushita Mantarō).
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The people of this country do not build houses; they dig holes in the ground and live
in them. They like to eat human flesh, males but not females. They weave bird-feathers
into garments.74
From the 1530s to the 1580s, early Jesuit ethnographic accounts of the South American
Tupinámba Indians isolated these same hallmarks of eyewitness testimonial: temporary
housing, the eating of men and children, and feather costumes. Their reports relayed with rapt
horror the fashioning of musical flutes made from the tibia of slain enemies after the ritual
sacrifice, the roasting of flesh, and its distribution from specially designed earthenware pots.75
With its distinctive vessels and ceremonial eating of a human body, cannibalism was
understood by early modern Catholics as a caricature of the Eucharistic celebration of the
Roman Catholic mass, and thus could be construed one of the most odious, most physically
repellant hindrances to Christianity at a time of heightened sensitivity in Tridentine Europe.
De Certeau has even speculated that the roots of the Western obsession with cannibalism
lay in a comparative fear, particularly potent when encounters had aggravated Reformation
concerns, that God and cannibal remained equally elusive, both authorized and altered
by the inaccessible foreign forever slipping away just over the next horizon.76 Cannibals
comprised the omnipresent threat that could span the global-local continuum to exist
everywhere. The inclusion of this detail undermined the easy security of the ethnographical
matrix of the Peoples of the World by positioning an other for every self in distant lands,
while warning of the more camouflaged dangers that could nest closer to home. Like the
reflexive mirror espoused by this form of world, Montaigne had earlier wryly used cannibals
to reflect on “what is near masks a foreignness,” and the cruelty of his own European
tradition, where there was more savagery in tearing apart a still-living man on the rack or by
dogs and swine than by roasting him for consumption after death.77 The cannibal cartouche
of the Tokugawa World Map screen became the designated boundary of a worldwide
civilizing discourse premised on the negotiation of the spatial indices of desire for political
alliances, for a spirituality of displacement, and for the rejection of the alluring sirens of the
world. Cannibalism was the exception that proved the rule of a universal human code, and
in the hands of the artists of the Niccolò school, its inclusion in the screens provided the
foundation for a world view that needed to encompass both what was known about new
places and what was destined to remain largely unknown.

74 I am indebted to Professor H. Mack Horton, Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures, University
of California, Berkeley, for his summation of the text by email correspondence (13 August 2013). Cf. Later
(mid-seventeenth century) Peoples of the World versions with the same attribute of human body parts roasting
on a grate and comparable descriptions: Mody 1969, [pl. 1]; Toby 1998, pp. 27, 39, note 20.
75 Forsyth 1983, pp. 150–59, 163–68.
76 De Certeau 1986, pp. 68–69; Lery 1993; Lestringant 1997, pp. 41–80; Montaigne 2003; Staden 2008; Toby
1998, p. 19.
77 De Certeau 1986, pp. 67, 69, 79; Montaigne 2003, pp. 182, 185, 189.
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Figure 17. Detail of Blank Cartouche, from Niccolò school, Rulers on Horseback with
Twenty-eight Cityscapes (Figure 1).

Terra Incognita
In conclusion, perhaps the most disorienting locative detail on the Tokugawa World Map
screens can be found in a set of signs that redefined “terra incognita.” For screens that were
supposed to demonstrate a global expanse of knowledge, a claim to all-knowingness, the
World Map and Rulers on Horseback with Twenty-eight Cityscapes leave much open-ended, the
unknown coming full circle back to the role of the imagination in early modern cartography.
The Cannibals and Four Parts of the World are framed with no explanatory text, simply a
large, rather elaborate, but empty cartouche above and an untouched band below (Figures
1, 15). Likewise, where the Map of Portugal might be identified or described, its cartouches
are left bare, unmarked and ambiguous (Figure 17). It was not simply a matter of absent
commentary, where it might be imagined that none was needed. Two other oval cartouches
on the World Map have been erased (Figure 1). Certainly, it would have been easy enough
to procure Japanese translations of the original texts, usually concerning geography and/or
patronage, or write a new inscription commemorating this diplomatic offering. After all, the
source maps of Blaeu and Van den Keere share truly talkative cartouches, asides overflowing
with supplementary information that, if anything, suggest a horror vacui. But in the hands
of Niccolò school artists, these blank cartouches became invitations to inscribe afresh a new
chapter beginning, and it is a credit to them that they were able to invert verbose cartouches,
indiscreet details par excellence, into a tabula rasa of prospective enterprise. It was an act of
representation akin to Albrecht Dürer’s Angels’ Mass, where an angel instructs below: “Here,
write whatever you want,” accompanied by inky flourishes of fantasy, as license to creative
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endeavor.78 The kenotic cartouche, drained of its content and thus a particularly apt sign in
an age of Tridentine theological debates on the limits of symbolic representation, was one of
the most elegant courtly gestures of the shogunal gift, where the world was not only arrayed
before Ieyasu, but graciously awaited his writing of its next chapter.
Blank slates have often been characterized as incompletes or oversights, just as the
calligraphy of drawing was so long seen as a transit stage in the creative process until
Raphael, or rough surfaces inadmissible for a finished object before Michelangelo.79 But
what makes this pair of World Map screens so remarkable is how they confound any
straightforward narrative of place by destabilizing it in a series of registers: real and idealized
cartography in the loci voluptatis, macro- and micro-Ignatian confessional imaginaries in
the compositio loci, inside-out Christian humanism expressed as contemptus mundi, and
the exceptional and universal “family of man” ethnography sheltered in the index locorum.
In these essential glosses on the paradoxes of place, these subversive blanks resisted and
ultimately denied the screens’ viewers the satisfaction of a completed exploratory endeavor.
What makes the World Map screens’ message so lasting, so profound, is that their final
words on world—utopian and pragmatic, expansive and discrete, proscriptive and reflexively
self-critical, porous and systematic—rest in the details that thread through and, in the end,
undercut the initial impression of comprehensiveness. For it is the details that undercut
the world view: global contact that rested on fragile alliances, a worldwide whole that
relied upon conflicting local aims, overseas trade in the face of mundane dangers, and the
consolidation of knowledge even as it threatened to unravel into exception. Long before
the “impressions” of Monet that together formed one scene, or a Picasso whose perspectival
shards would proudly hold up its seams for display, the Tokugawa World Map screens
required a constant adjudication of near and far, whole and fragment, despite the artists’
acute awareness of how intrinsically the one illusion relied upon the destruction of the other
to succeed.80 When a viewer looks closely at the screens, the unstable artifice of pictorial
global unity threatens to dissolve in the blink of an eye under the pressure of so many boxes
and bubbles.
The application of Yashiro’s use of the key detail in cross-cultural analysis to the
Tokugawa World Map screens yields the existential dilemma of never knowing enough
within a single spectrum. The screens become a pictorial meditation on the incompleteness
of knowledge ever present, even at the very point when entirety seemed assured, or at
least within grasp. The “poles” of global knowing and unknowing, spinning world and
eviscerated sign, staged the suspicion that exploration would disrupt the transmission of
knowledge (Figures 12, 17). Like the networks of city views that built the image of the
world on the non-sequential links of plural locals, the stream of logic of time-honored
conceptual chains of intellectual inquiry was disturbed by assumptions that no longer
need necessarily follow one another. The relationship of cause to effect was hijacked, or at
least it was no longer quite so self-evident, allowing doubt in knowledge and its modes of
78 Albrecht Dürer, Angels’ Mass, c. 1500, pen, ink, and watercolor over metalpoint, Rennes, Musée des Beauxarts. Koerner 2002, pp. 175–78.
79 Cf. Raphael, Study for the Madonna of the Goldfinch, c. 1505, pen and ink drawing, Oxford, Ashmolean
Museum; Michelangelo, St. Matthew, c. 1506, marble, Florence, Galleria dell’Accademia.
80 Cf. Claude Monet, Impression: Sunrise, 1872, oil on canvas, Paris, Musée Marmottan [stolen]; Pablo Picasso.
Girl with a Mandolin (Fanny Tellier), 1910, oil on canvas, New York, Museum of Modern Art.
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apprehension to fester. When Ieyasu accepted the gift which the Western geographical view
of the world presented, he would not necessarily have been aware of the stowaway European
world view harbored within, like a Trojan Horse, and with no less capacity for subversive
thought. In the first era of European curiosity about the world overseas, resources and
realms were merely functional equations for the larger contest of truth claims to knowledge.
And it was the screens’ skepticism about the impossibility of universal knowledge that finally
sealed their fate as overlooked objects in the positivist philosophy of postwar twentiethcentury scholarship. From the moment exploration decreased the number of territories of
terra incognita, the peculiar historical dynamics that fashioned the construction of Western
topographical hermeneutics ensured the structural problems that would continue to vex
place in cultural interpretation.
Today the Tokugawa World Map screens—a view of the world indebted to the
contributions of multiple cultures, at the intersection of European and Japanese early
modern art history, seen through a methodology of close looking cultivated by European,
American, and Japanese art historians—present another chance to reconsider the possibilities
and pitfalls of assuming a global perspective in art history. The well-established semiotic
significance of the detail in art history provides the potency of an insider’s critique for a field
that finds itself in the midst of a radical reconceptualization. It is not a coincidence that
the question of how far the reevaluation of place should revise art historical methodology,
academic formation, professional trajectories, and faculty morphology has arisen at the
same moment when universities are under pressure to restructure the humanities. But
in an era of increasing contact, the field has yet to apply thoroughly one of the central
lessons of globalization: interconnectivity, where even national and regional schools were
impacted by what happened many oceans away. What was created abroad under European
auspices instituted a decisive chapter in European art history. The disruptive details of these
screens call attention to the inconsistencies of place and the inadequacy of isolationist and
reductive approaches such disconnection entails, as alluded to by Berenson at the outset of
this article. Looking across cultures with a “global eye” offers an opportunity to reconsider
constructively the investments and assumptions of nation-based interpretive narratives
in the shaping of a more inclusive global art history. Still representative today of both an
inspiring new world and a well-heeded cautionary tale, the Tokugawa World Map screens
are remnants of a time when Niccolò school artists dared to invoke that most fundamental
quality of maps: the beckoning to dream, to desire, and to acknowledge the fertile potential
of contingency for person and thing. To get lost, to rebound off empirical boundaries and
track the breadcrumbs Yashiro left behind, may well be the best way forward for decoding
the symptomatic synapses of place in the rhetoric of images floating between worlds.
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